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MESON 2000 CONFERENCE SUMMARY lite�T. BarnesPhysis Division, Oak Ridge National LaboratoryOak Ridge, TN 37831-6373, USADepartment of Physis and Astronomy, University of TennesseeKnoxville, TN 37996-1501, USAInstitut für Theoretishe Kernphysik der Universität BonnNuÿallee 14-16, 53115 Bonn, GermanyInstitut für Kernphysik, Forshungszentrum Jülih52425 Jülih, Germany(Reeived August 21, 2000)This short ontribution is a lite MESON2000 onferene summary. Asappropriate for the 600th anniversary of the Jagellonian University, it be-gins with a brief summary of the last 600 years of European history andits plae in hadron physis. Next a �physiist hirality� order parameterPC is introdued. When applied to MESON2000 plenary speakers thisorder parameter illustrates the separation of hadron physiists into dis-joint ommunities. The individual plenary talks in MESON2000 are nextsorted aording to the subonferene assoiated with eah of the 36 ple-nary speakers. Finally, I onlude with a previously unreported Feynmanstory regarding the use of models in hadron physis.PACS numbers: 13.60.Le, 13.60.Rj, 12.38.�t1. Hadrons and the last 600 years of European historyI was very happy to aept an invitation from H. Mahner to give thesummary talk for MESON 2000. However I was quikly surprised and some-what dismayed by many of the plenary talks, whih disussed meson physisfrom viewpoints with whih I was only vaguely familiar. A seond theme ofthis meeting, beginning with Prof. Jarzyk's weloming talk, was the 600thanniversary of the refounding of the Jagellonian University, and its plaein Polish and European history. Late one night, while puzzling over howto redue this rather broad meeting to a few remarks, the random thought� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2745)



2746 T. Barnesourred to me that it would be easier to summarize the last 600 years ofEuropean history than to summarize this onferene. And, like many wildideas, this one would not go away. So, please bear with me through Fig. 1.
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World WarsFig. 1. Hadrons and the last 600 years of European history.One an learn several interesting things from Fig. 1. The �rst is that, inphysis at least, we have made onsiderable progress. At the beginning ofthis timeline sholars were mainly onerned with theologial onsiderationsthat were not amenable to experimental on�rmation. With the reestab-lishment of European universities and reovery of lassial texts, physiistsagain turned to the study of astronomy, whih led to a preise formulationof lassial mehanis in the 17th entury. The opy of De RevolutionibusOrbium Coelestium (Copernius) whih many of us have seen here in Craowis a stirring reminder of the work of our anteedents in this �eld. To mymind European ulture peaked in the 18th entury Age of Enlightenment,both in the development of sienti� attitudes and soially, in �elds as dis-parate as government (Je�erson), history (Gibbon), literature (Goethe) andmusi (Mozart). With the emergene of the romanti movement in the 19thentury, a general deline was evident; theories of government beame moreradial, nationalism beame fashionable in Europe, and musi and literatureinreasingly re�eted the soial problems of the age. To quote Wittgensteinregarding musi, as early as Brahms `I an begin to hear the sound of ma-hinery.' [1℄. Physis nonetheless ontinued dramati advanes, due in partto developments in this mahinery and in mathematis, and the 19th enturysaw major ahievements in the establishment of the theories of eletromag-



MESON 2000 Conferene Summary lite 2747netism and lassial thermodynamis. Finally, in the 20th entury Europeentered very troubled times indeed, from whih we are only now emerg-ing. One should note that good things an arise even in times of adversity,suh as the reappearane of an independent Poland in 1919. Physis alsowent through rises at the beginning of the 20th entury, but we must allagree that the resulting quantum physis and relativity are two of the mostexiting and fasinating developments in the �eld.Against this 600 year historial bakground the development of hadronphysis has been strikingly rapid. The identi�ation of the ompat atominuleus, the home of most terrestrial hadrons, was due to Rutherford in1911. The identi�ation of the positively harged proton, the �rst knownhadron, an also be dated to about 1911. The �rst meson to be identi�edwas the pion, found by Lattes et al. in 1947 (in osmi rays), and it had beenantiipated by Yukawa as the arrier of the strong nulear fore. The familiarlight mesons K, �, ! et. were found in the late 1950s to early 1960s, andthe identi�ation of these and the light baryons suggested the quark modelto Zweig, Gell�Mann and Ne'emann in about 1963. The identi�ation ofQCD as the theory of the strong interation, in 1973, was due mainly toits property of asymptoti freedom, whih had been observed at SLAC inthe late 1960s. The ruial on�ning property of QCD was at the timeregarded as an unproven onjeture, and is still poorly understood. The midto late 1970s saw the experimental establishment of the harm and beautyfamilies of hadrons, the �rst searhes for glueballs, and the development ofnew theoretial tehniques suh as LGT. The remarkable QCD preditionsof glueballs and exoti mesons have taken longer to test experimentally,and the more widely aepted experimental andidates for these states wereidenti�ed in the middle 1990s. This short time sale is most reassuring; inFig. 1 we an see that almost all the progress in strong interation physishas been made in the last 10% of the timeline, and the study of QCD itselfoupies only the �nal 5%.And �nally, as if to lose the irle, at the end of the millennium manytheoretiians have again turned to theologial speulations whih are notamenable to experimental on�rmation.2. The many phases of the meson ommunityAfter the �rst few plenary talks I was on�rmed in my suspiion thathadron physis, even meson physis, is a very broad �eld with learly iden-ti�able ommunities that have little overlap. Sine muh of the work inontributing to a new �eld involves learning the �eld's terminology or �jar-gon�, one an identify the di�erent ommunities by the rate of reurreneof harateristi words or expressions in researh papers or presentations atonferenes.



2748 T. BarnesTwo obvious ommunities in nonperturbative QCD are the e�etive La-grangian/hiral symmetry speialists (to whom the pion is the most inter-esting meson) and the hadron spetrosopists (to whom it is not). As a testof the idea of separating these groups by their use of language, I invented anorder parameter whih I all �physiist hirality� (PC) to distinguish them.PC is de�ned by the number of times a plenary speaker used the word �hi-ral� ompared to the exotia words �glueball�, �hybrid� or �exoti�,PC = Nhiral �NexotiaNhiral +Nexotia : (1)This quantity is �1 for a purely exoti physiist and +1 for a purely hiralphysiist. I had expeted to �nd an interesting distribution of PC in thismeeting, so I applied it to the �rst 18 plenary speakers. The result, shownin Fig. 2, is rather disturbing. One sees lear evidene of �phase separation�in the presene of two almost ompletely disjoint ommunities in mesonphysis!
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PCFig. 2. Phase separation in the hadron physis ommunity.For those who are keeping sore, the two extreme ases on an absolutesale were W. Weise (39 uses of hiral) and A. Szzepaniak (over 29 usesof exoti). There were also 0/0 sores (reorded at 0), whih suggestedadditional phases; eventually I identi�ed �ve subonferenes at MESON2000, whih are summarized in the following setion.



MESON 2000 Conferene Summary lite 27493. The index of plenary speakers and their onferenes3.1. The ondensed matter hadron onfereneThis subdisipline of meson physis onsiders the pion to be the mostinteresting of mesons beause it is the lowest-lying exitation, in ondensedmatter jargon the �gap mode�. In this �eld one disusses hadrons in termsof the hq�qi �order parameter�, writes e�etive Lagrangians for pions andnuleons, and derives the resulting low-energy sattering amplitudes and in-medium properties. Apparently part of the game is to borrow as muh of theondensed matter viewpoint and jargon as possible, and use it in a hadroniontext. (I am not being entirely frivolous about what appears to me to bean exerise in borrowing jargon, sine I atually work in ondensed matterphysis [2℄.)Our �rst plenary speakers Weise, Thomas and (rather surprisingly foran impartial experimentalist) Nefkens identi�ed themselves as belonging tothis ommunity through their frequent referenes to hiral symmetry and or-der parameters. Mosel, Senger, Grioni, Cassing and Oset also partiipatedin this subonferene, whih was largely onerned with prospets for see-ing mass shifts e.g. of kaons, nuleons and vetor mesons in medium, andin-medium orretions to other proesses, suh as �� sattering. In thesetalks one ould often hear loan words from ondensed matter, extending inextreme ases to �spetral funtions� and even �good quasipartile�, whihis a rather impreise notion even in quantum magnetism.Throughout I onfess to having a feeling that we need one very lear,unambiguous experimental observation of a hadroni in-medium mass shiftin a relatively narrow state, suh as the !, before this work on mass shiftsan be regarded as supported by experiment; the inlusive distribution ofdilepton mass pairs, omposed of many hypothetial broad ontributions,seems less than onvining. Cassing noted in partiular that there are severalinteresting prospets for observing ! mass shifts.Experiment has not ontributed muh to this �eld �in-vauum" reently,largely beause the favored topis of low energy �� and �N sattering werestudied long ago, albeit not with espeially good statistis in ��. At thismeeting however we heard plans for two new relevant measurements. Oneis a determination of the a2�a0 �� sattering length di�erene using �+��atoms, disussed by Gianotti. There are dispersion relations known as theRoy equations that purportedly onstrain these quantities aurately, so thiswill be a useful measurement. The seond (at DAPHNE, disussed here byLauss) is a measurement of �KN a0 and a1 sattering lengths, similarly usingradiative transitions in the hadroni atom.



2750 T. Barnes3.2. The good auld hadrons onfereneThis seond subonferene was onerned with �good auld hadrons�, bywhih I mean low energy reations and the spetrosopy of reasonably wellestablished quark model states. There was a large experimental omponentfrom the various few-GeV failities that are studying these proesses. Mesonprodution near threshold, espeially as aessible at COSY, was disussedby Speth. The interesting topis here are the various possible mehanismsfor � and � prodution and the reurring question of the physial size of theqqq �quark ore� in a baryon. Haberzettl gave a lear review of the om-pliations of eletroprodution amplitudes, in partiular in the produtionof assoiated strangeness at CEBAF. Filippi told us about OZI violationin P �P annihilation, espeially in the �nal state ��, and disussed ways ofdistinguishing between intrinsi strangeness and resattering e�ets suh asK� �K ! ��. Moskal disussed PP ! PPf at COSY-11, where f = �; �; �0and K+K�, and noted the importane of ISI and the possibility of measur-ing the P�0 sattering length. Salabura disussed PP ! PPf at DISTO,where one an also study f = �; !; �. He noted that one may test hidden-s�somponents using polarized PP ! PP�, and also that the PP ! PK+�data supports a simple K-exhange piture. Ströher disussed baryon reso-nane prodution and deays, and noted that suh a programme at COSYusing P beams would be a useful omplement to the various photon failitiesnow planned or in operation. Niskanen disussed the origin of isospin vio-lation e�ets in nuleon-nuleon sattering and suggested hannels in whihthese e�ets may be largest. Klimala onsidered meson prodution in PDollisions and disussed how one might test models suh as intermediate �prodution. Eyrih disussed prospets for strangeness prodution at COSYusing TOF, inluding K� (urrent), N�s (possible in future), and the veryinteresting but long negleted Z� exoti �avor hannels (in partiular thesetor uu �d �ds). Kup±¢ summarized future plans for CELSIUS/WASA, whihinlude rare �o and � deays, inluding the proesses � ! �o�+�� (I vio-lating, of interest in �PT) and � ! �+�� (for whih VMD and �PT giverather di�erent preditions). Finally, Braini reviewed the very interestingresults on  ouplings of n�n, s�s and � resonanes whih have ome fromLEP and Cornell reently. These results inlude observations of the pos-sible radial exitations �(1440) and a02(1752), and in � evidene for thelight axials f1(1285) and f1(1440) and the �, whih is apparently produedthrough J= vetor dominane.



MESON 2000 Conferene Summary lite 27513.3. The exotia onfereneThe subjet of non-q�q mesons, the so-alled �exotia�, has seen exitingdevelopments of late, with the announement of glueball and spin-parityexoti andidates. This, I admit, was the onferene I attended.Barnes �rst gave a review of exoti mesons (exoti meaning having quan-tum numbers forbidden to onventional q�q states). We now have two lightexoti andidates, the �1(1400) (BNL, Crystal Barrel, VES) and �1(1600)(BNL, VES). Unfortunately it may be too soon to elebrate, sine LGT pre-dits that the 1�+ exoti level should lie at about 2.0 GeV, muh higherthan reported. Klempt disussed glueballs, in partiular the various statesin the 0++ setor. These inlude the Crystal Barrel andidate f0(1500),the possibility of a single very broad salar �der Rote Drahe�, and variousmodels of salar mixing and deays. Szzepaniak summarized the CEBAFHall D projet, whih is a proposed high-statistis meson photoprodutionexperiment for the study of light exoti and s�s meson spetrosopy. Willut-ski reviewed results from BNL E852, inluding evidene for the �1(1590),and in !� for a 1+� h1(1590) and a 1�� !(1650). Note that the h1(1590)is onsiderably lighter than expeted by Godfrey and Isgur for a 2P state.Close reviewed his very interesting work on the exhanged angular quantumnumbers and Q2i dependenes in di�rative meson prodution, whih an beused as a �disriminator� between q�q and G andidates. Clearly somethingvery important about di�ration has been disovered here, although justwhat is as yet unlear. Peters restrited himself to the �past, present andfuture� of meson spetrosopy, inluding the 10th anniversary of the CrystalBall 3�o Dalitz plot, developments in exotis, the importane of high statis-tis, ompliations in analyses, salars, D deays, ... and future failities.Finally, Stefanski reviewed results from the harm photoprodution exper-iment E791 at Fermilab, and noted that the 3� Dalitz plots from D+ andD+s show evidene for strong isobar ontributions, inluding ��, f0� f2� and��. The interesting evidene of FSI e�ets in the omplex relative phasesof these states was also noted.3.4. The HEP onfereneSubonferene 4 (on HEP) was the shortest, with just two plenary on-tributions. These ontributions ould be identi�ed by the fat that thehadrons were learly onsidered non-essential ompliations to the interest-ing physis. The �rst HEP ontribution was by Siaba, who summarized thestatus of the searh for Bos $ �Bos mixing. This has not yet been observed,but the limits are now rather lose to theoretial expetations, �wath thisspot�. Next, Fleisher reviewed the general subjet of CP violation in Bdeays in impressive detail, and suggested several �nal states whih may beof interest in future experimental studies.



2752 T. Barnes3.5. The photon�hadron onfereneThe �nal subonferene I identi�ed, with six plenary ontributions, wason photon-hadron interations. (Braini's two-photon talk might also belisted here as a seventh ontribution.) The �rst ontribution was by LeviSandri, who reviewed the baryon resonane program at GRAAL, and notedsome interesting results, suh as the fat that the D13(1520) A3=2=A1=2 ra-tio does not agree well with Capstik and Isgur's quark model preditions.Brunko reviewed DESY results on vetor photoprodution of �, !, �,  , 0 and � . A remarkable �universal urve� of eletroprodution ross se-tions versus Q2 was shown for these states. Ste�ens reviewed polarizeddeep inelasti sattering at HERMES, espeially the �semi-inlusive� pro-esses �P ! �; !; �;  ; � +X, tests of SCHC, prodution mehanisms andparton distributions. Arends reviewed the status of the DHG sum rule andonluded that there is no indiation of disagreement with experiment. Niko-laev disussed di�rative eletroprodution of vetor mesons and the inter-esting possibility of distinguishing 2S from D states through their di�erentQ2 dependenes. And �nally, Muifora disussed harged and neutral �eletroprodution at HERMES, whih an be used to test the Q2 evolutionof fragmentation funtions. These results inluded surprising evidene ofpossible isospin symmetry violation above z = 0:7.4. Personal favoritesAlthough there were many interesting results presented at the meeting,I would like to take advantage of my r�le as summary speaker to ite whatseemed to me personally to be the single most remarkable new experimentaland theoretial results.In experiment: The �universal urve� for the Q2 dependene of vetormeson eletroprodution appears to be a very suggestive observation, andpresumably tells us something very general about hadron eletromagnetiouplings. Does this establish a vetor dominane piture over diret photon-quark pQCD amplitudes? If so, most quark model alulations of resonanephotoprodution and eletroprodution amplitudes may be inaurate! Thequestion of just what this result teahes us should learly be pursued.In theory: Close has found remarkably simple and aurate results fordi�rative sattering amplitudes, using an almost onserved vetor ouplingmodel; this is telling us something profound about the long standing issueof just what the �pomeron� is at the quark�gluon level. As with manyinteresting disoveries, it is not yet lear what these results mean, but theysuggest that progress in this long-standing question may now be possible.



MESON 2000 Conferene Summary lite 27535. Feynman storyAt this onferene, the question of the limits of usefulness of variousmodels must have ourred to many of the attendees. This story gives someindiation as to Feynman's attitude to the use of models in hadron physis.In about 1974 as a new Calteh graduate student I was looking for aninteresting thesis topi. This was an exiting period with many new devel-opments in physis, suh as supersymmetry, string theory, the parton model,non-Abelian gauge theories, ompat objets in astrophysis and so forth.Although I was initially interested in rather formal problems in quantumgravity, the very pratial and skeptial researh atmosphere at Caltehstrongly enouraged graduate students to study topis that led to diretomparison with experiment. Sine QCD had just been proposed, and agroup at MIT had just published their �rst paper on the �bag model� whihshowed that one ould derive many experimentally observable properties oflight hadrons quite simply using quark and gluon �avity resonator� modes,I began work on this model and suggested it as a thesis topi to my advisorJon Mathews. Sine Mathews was a rather pure mathematial physiist, hewas unenthusiasti. He suggested however that I talk to Feynman aboutthis work, sine Feynman had heard about the model at a meeting and hadsine worked out many of its preditions for hadrons himself. I found thatFeynman, unlike Mathews, was very interested in and exited by what ouldbe derived in this simple model; so muh so that I rather ourageously askedhim if he would tell Mathews that the study of this model was a suitablethesis topi. The resulting transition from initial to �nal states is shownin Fig. 3 below (this is a Feynman diagram in whih Feynman atually ap-pears).
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Fig. 3. A Mathews�Feynman sattering diagram.



2754 T. BarnesAs usual, preisely what took plae within the irle is unknown, butmuh an be inferred from the initial and �nal states. In this ase, in theinitial state jMathewsii the MIT bag model was not a suitable Ph.D. thesistopi, and in the �nal state jMathewsif it was a suitable topi. Although thedetails of the interation were not observed, jMathewsif made statementsto the e�et that the study of models is useful in hadron physis beauseone an abstrat model-independent features. I presume that this is thejusti�ation Feynman gave to Mathews. This has indeed proven to be thease for the bag model, sine it was the �rst to predit a light JPC =1�+ exoti meson; this exoti has been found by all subsequent approahes,inluding LGT. We now have two experimental exoti meson andidates withthese quantum numbers, whih were disussed in detail at this meeting, andthe general topi of �exotia� is now widely onsidered the most interestingsubjet in light hadron spetrosopy.In summary, eah model is wrong in detail, but they may nonethelessontain some ommon physial truth.It is a great pleasure to thank the organisers for their kind invitationto summarize the many onferenes of Meson 2000. This researh was sup-ported in part by the DOE Division of Nulear Physis, at ORNL, managedby UT-Battelle, LLC, for the US Department of Energy under Contrat No.DE-AC05-00OR22725, and by the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft DFGat the University of Bonn and the Forshungszentrum Jülih under ontratBo 56/153-1. REFERENCES[1℄ R. Monk, Ludwig Wittgenstein, The Duty of Genius, Penguin, 1990, p.13.[2℄ For a reent referene on magnon�magnon bound states, whih have nothingto do with QCD spetrosopy, see ond-mat/0005222.[3℄ All ontributions ited after the historial introdution are impliitly PlenaryContribution, MESON 2000 (these proeedings).


